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QUESTION 1

You are creating a model-driven app for Contoso, Ltd. You add a button to the account page. The button must send a
text message to the company\\'s account team when a user selects the button. 

The account team reports that they are not receiving messages when users select the button. You are troubleshooting
the app by using the following hyperlink: 

https://contoso.com.dynamics.com/main.aspx?appid=3b157789-5e5b-ec11-8f8f-002248087922andribbondebug=true 

What is the purpose of the hyperlink? 

A. Run Command Checker for all buttons on the page. 

B. Add the Power Apps Checker button to the page. 

C. Run Power Apps Checker for all buttons on the page. 

D. Add the Command Checker button to the page. 

Correct Answer: D 

To enable Command Checker, pass ribbondebug=true as a URL parameter (ex:
https://myorg.crm.dynamics.com/main.aspx?appid=c26d1c44-e7c0-4c72-9d6d-0e82768cb5bdandribbondebug=true).
You’ll see two new UI features light up. The 

first is a new button in the top right of the header which lets you inspect the global command bar 

Next, each command bar contains a new “Command checker” button. Note that this shows up at the end of the ribbon,
so you may have to click the overflow flyout. 

Reference: https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-command-checker-for-model-app-ribbons/ 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have the following JavaScript function: (Line numbers are included for reference only.) 
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The Annual Revenue view column is configured to call the function as shown in the Column Properties exhibit. (Click the
Change Column Properties tab.) Microsoft PL-400 
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Users report that the icons that appear in the Active Account view are incorrect, as shown in the Active Accounts View
exhibit. (Click the Active Accounts View tab.) 
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You need to determine why the incorrect icons are being displayed. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 3

You need to handle errors in UpdateRecord.js. Which code segment should you add at line UR06? 

A. catch(error) { alert("Caught error: " + error.message);} 

B. Exception exception = Server.GetLastError() ; if(exception != null)} 

C. catch(exception e){ console.writeline(e)} 

D. function (error){ console.log(error.message)} 

Correct Answer: A 

The catch statement lets you handle the error. Syntax: catch(err) { Block of code to handle errors } 

Reference: https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_errors.asp 

 

QUESTION 4

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A university implements Dynamics 365 Sales. Several departments use opportunity records to bid for funding for
projects within their own departments. You configure the system to ensure that each department can only work on their
own 

records. 

Employees in multiple departments often need to work together on an opportunity. Employees report that they are not
able to see opportunities from other departments. 

You need to ensure that employees from more than one department can work on the same opportunities when
necessary. 

Solution: Share the individual opportunity that members of one department are working on with all members of the
second department, and give those members the appropriate permissions. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead: Use position hierarchy security and define the two departments as positions. 

Two security models can be used for hierarchies, the Manager hierarchy and the Position hierarchy. The Position
hierarchy allows data access across business units. If you are a financial organization, you may prefer the Manager
hierarchy model, to prevent managers’ accessing data outside of their business units. However, if you are a part of a
customer service organization and want the managers to access service cases handled in different business units, the
Position hierarchy may work better for you. 
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Note: The hierarchy security model is an extension to the existing security models that use business units, security
roles, sharing, and teams. It can be used in conjunction with all other existing security models. The hierarchy security
offers a more granular access to records for an organization and helps to bring the maintenance costs down. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/hierarchy-security 

 

QUESTION 5

You are deploying a Power Apps app that uses the custom connector for ServiceNow. 

The app loads very slowly for some users. You determine that all records from ServiceNow are being retrieved for every
user. 

The app must load only incidents that are assigned to each user. 

You need to limit the number of records that the connector returns. 

What should you do? 

A. Apply a Lifecycle Services asset scope 

B. Apply a business process flow 

C. Apply the Azure APIM parameter 

D. Apply a connector policy template 

Correct Answer: D 

You can configure policy templates for custom connectors. Policies allow you to modify the behavior of a custom
connector at runtime. You can use policies to perform data conversion, route requests, set parameter values, and more.
You can configure policies directly in the custom connector API properties file before import, or you can do it from the
maker portal in the custom connector designer by applying policy templates. 

Note: ServiceNow Action: GetRecords Summary: List Records Description: Gets records of a certain ServiceNow object
type like \\'Incidents\\' Syntax:ServiceNow.GetRecords (string tableType, [advanced][Optional]boolean
sysparm_display_value, [advanced][Optional]boolean sysparm_exclude_reference_link, [advanced][Optional]string
sysparm_query, [advanced][Optional]integer sysparm_limit, [advanced][Optional]integer sysparm_offset) 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/policy-templates-custom-connectors/
https://www.carlosag.net/PowerApps/Connectors/ServiceNow 

 

QUESTION 6

You plan to create a canvas app to manage large sets of records. Users will filter and sort the data. 

You must implement delegation in the canvas app to mitigate potential performance issues. 

You need to recommend data sources for the app. 

Which two data sources should you recommend? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. SQL Server 

B. Microsoft Dataverse 

C. Azure Data Factory 

D. Azure Table Storage 

Correct Answer: AB 

When you are creating reports from large data sources (perhaps millions of records), you want to minimize network
traffic. 

Working with large data sets requires using data sources and formulas that can be delegated. It\\'s the only way to keep
your app performing well and ensure users can access all the information they need. Delegation is supported for certain 

tabular data sources only. 

These tabular data sources are the most popular, and they support delegation: 

Microsoft Dataverse 

SharePoint 

SQL Server 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/delegation-overview 

 

QUESTION 7

DRAG DROP 

Technicians for a company use a model-driven app on their phones to record information about service visits. Users do
not have permissions to the Power Apps maker portal to create or update apps. 

Technicians report issues with the model-driven app. You are unable to reproduce the issues in a development
environment. 

You need to provide instructions to the technicians to gather more details about the errors. 

Which four actions should you recommend be performed in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from
the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Open the app in a browser on the phone. 

Step 2: Add the following text to end of the URL for the app: "andmonitor=true" You can start a Monitor session from a
model-driven app. To do this, append andmonitor=true to the end of the URL in the browser. This displays the Monitor 
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command on the model-driven app global command bar. Select Monitor to open a monitoring session in a new tab. 

Step 3: Perform the steps to generate the errors and download the results from Monitor. 

Step 4: Open the application in a browser on a laptop computer when they return to the office 

References: 

https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/monitor-now-supports-model-driven-apps/ 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to replace the bicycle inspection forms. 

Which two solutions should you use? Each answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. a flow that maps inspection data to Dynamics 365 Field Service 

B. a logic app that guides the technician through the inspection 

C. a canvas app that guides the technician through the inspection 

D. a model-driven app based on customer service entities 

Correct Answer: AD 

Scenario: The Adventure Works Cycles retail location performs bicycle inspections and performance tune- ups. 

Technicians use paper forms to document the bicycle inspection performed before a tune-up and any additional work
performed on the bicycle. 

A: The Dynamics 365 Field Service business application helps organizations deliver onsite service to customer
locations. The application combines workflow automation, scheduling algorithms, and mobility to set mobile workers up
for success when they\\'re onsite with customers fixing issues. 

D: Compared to canvas apps, model-driven apps in PowerApps are based on underlying data -- specifically, the data
stored in Common Data Service (CDS). All model-driven apps are integrated into CDS. In fact, most Microsoft apps are
integrated into CDS because most Microsoft apps, including the entire Dynamics 365 (D365) platform, are model-driven
apps. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: An Azure Logic App would not be fit for scale. Azure Logic Apps is a cloud service that helps you schedule,
automate, and orchestrate tasks, business processes, and workflows when you need to integrate apps, data, systems,
and services across enterprises or organizations. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/field-service/overview https://global.hitachi-
solutions.com/blog/canvas-vs-model-driven-apps 

 

QUESTION 9
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You create a form in a model-driven app that uses data from the Lead table in a Microsoft Dataverse instance. You add
a business rule to the Lead table. The business rule displays an error if the email address is null. You set the scope for 

the business rule to All Forms. 

You configure a Power Apps portal by using the same Microsoft Dataverse instance. You create a web page by using
the Lead form. 

You need to ensure the same logic is applied on the Power Apps portal page. 

What are two possible ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Deactivate the business rule. Change the scope for the rule to Table and then reactivate the rule. 

B. Replace the business rule logic with a Microsoft Power Automate cloud flow by using the Dataverse When a row is
added, modified or deleted trigger. 

C. Extend the webFormClientValidate JavaScript function to replace the business rule logic. Edit the code in Power
Apps Studio. Add the function in a block. 

D. Create a JavaScript web resource and replace the business rule with a JavaScript function. Add an OnSave event
handler to the Lead form. 

Correct Answer: AD 

PowerApps Portal or CRM Portal don\\'t support Business Rule that apply on the Forms. 

A: Business rules defined for a table apply to both canvas apps and model-driven apps if the table is used in the app. 

D: PostSave event occurs after the OnSave event is complete. This event is used to support or execute custom logic
using web resources to perform after Save actions when the save event is successful or failed due to server errors. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/data-platform/data-platform-create-business-rule
https://powerusers.microsoft.com/t5/Power-Apps-Portals/Business-rules-in-a-PowerApps-Portal/td-p/404588 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Common Data Service (CDS) and manages their engineers using a model-driven app. 

You create a new reusable custom component named Component1 by using the Power Apps component framework
(PCF). 

You need to package Component1 for deployment into the model-driven app. 

Which three commands should you run in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: pac solution init --publisher-name --publisher-prefix  

Create a new solutions project using the following command. The solution project is used for bundling the code
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component into a solution zip file that is used for importing into Dataverse. 

pac solution init --publisher-name developer --publisher-prefix dev 

Step 2: pac solution add-reference --path  

Once the new solution project is created, refer the Solutions folder to the location where the created sample component
is located. You can add the reference using the command shown below. This reference informs the solution project
about which code components should be added during the build. You can add references to multiple components in a
single solution project. pac solution add-reference --path c:\downloads\mysamplecomponent 

Step 3: msbuild /t:build /restore To generate a zip file from the solution project, go into your solution project directory
and build the project using the following command. This command uses MSBuild to build the solution project by pulling
down the NuGet dependencies as part of the restore. Use the /restore only for the first time when the solution project is
built. For every build after that, you can run the command msbuild. 

msbuild /t:build /restore 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/component-framework/import-custom-controls 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

A company has a model-driven app. 

A custom button on a form calls a JavaScript function that validates form data fields and creates a web basket. The
JavaScript function then displays a message to the user. 

Users are located in the United States, which uses ISO Code 1033, and France, which uses ISO Code 1036. 

Users in France report that the message displays in English. 

You need to modify the RibbonDiffXml file to ensure that messages appear in the user\\'s language. 

How should you complete the CommandDefinition node? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: CrmParameter 
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In addition to data values, you can retrieve client context information by using . You can use the following options as the
value for the CrmParameter element: OrgName, OrgLcid, and UserLcid. 

Box 2: UserLcid 

userLCID is the language code of the current user. 

Note: A locale is a set of user preference information related to the user\\'s language. The locale determines how dates,
times, currencies, and numbers are formatted, how items are alphabetically sorted, and how strings are compared. The 

locale identifier (LCID) is a 32-bit value that uniquely defines a locale. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/customize-dev/pass-
dynamics-365-data-page-parameter-ribbon-actions 

 

QUESTION 12

DRAG DROP 

You are developing a Power Platform solution. You are modifying a business process flow. You have created a new
radial knob for the Total amount value and have added the radial knob to the form. 

The Total amount value must be entered at initiation before moving to the next step. 

You need to configure the business process flow. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Add another step to the business process flow. Configure custom controls on a related entity form 

In this version of the preview, the easiest way to add custom controls to a BPF is to begin by adding them to a form of
the entity that the BPF stage is defined on. 

In our example, the Budget Amount and Decision Maker steps of the Qualify stage are defined on the Lead entity. We
begin by adding these fields to the Lead main form, and then configure the radial knob and flip switch custom controls
for 

them. 

Step 2: Open the business process in the Business Process Flow designer and select Activate/Update. Generate and
export the BPF form 

To generate the form for a business process you want to add custom controls to, open the business process in the BPF
designer and click on Activate/Update. 

Step 3: Copy custom control configurations to the business process flow FormXML for the related entity form. 

Copy custom control configurations to the BPF FormXML 

To add custom controls to the BPF, we begin by copying the custom control configurations from the Lead entity form
that we just exported. To do this, we begin by viewing the FormXML for the Lead entity form, which can be found in the 

\\'customizations\\' file in the solution zip file. 

Step 4: Import the solution into Dataverse. 
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Import customizations into the CDS (aka Dataverse) environment 

Now that we’re done making our changes, save the customizations.xml document and add it to the managed solution
zip file containing the BPF, replacing the file within it. 

Next, import these changes into your CDS environment by going to the Solutions tab in the PowerApps portal and click
‘Import’. 

Reference: 

https://powerusers.microsoft.com/t5/Power-Automate-Community-Blog/Preview-Custom-Controls-in-Business-Process-
Flows/ba-p/263237 

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

You are creating a package for a Power Platform solution. The package will include custom code and sample data. 

The package must include all files that need to be installed. 

You need to configure the package. 

Which setting should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: PackageTemplate.cs 

Define custom code for your package in the PackageTemplate.cs file. 

Box 2: ImportConfig.xml 

The sample data and some flat files for solutions specified in the ImportConfig.xml file are imported before the solution
import completes. 

Box 3: Copy Always 

Set the Copy to Output Directory value to Copy Always. This ensures that your file is available in the generated
package. 

 

QUESTION 14

DRAG DROP 

A developer must register a step using the Plug-in registration tool. 

You need to associate the correct Event Pipeline Stage of Execution with its purpose. 

Which stage should you associate with each description? To answer, drag the appropriate stages to the correct
descriptions. Each stage may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between
panes or 
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scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: PreValidation 

For the initial operation, this stage will occur before the main system operation. 

This provides an opportunity to include logic to cancel the operation before the database transaction. 

Box 2: PreOperation 

PreOperation occurs before the main system operation and within the database transaction. 

If you want to change any values for an entity included in the message, you should do it here. 
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Box 3: PostOperation 

Occurs after the main system operation and within the database transaction. 

Use this stage to modify any properties of the message before it is returned to the caller. 

Incorrect Answers: 

MainOperation: For internal use only except for Custom API and Custom virtual table data providers. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/event-framework 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You are creating a Microsoft Power Automate flow. 

The flow must prompt a user for some input and populate a field in an app based on the user\\'s input. 

You need to add an expression that returns User1 if the input from the user is High. Otherwise, the expression must
return User2. 

How should you complete the expression? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: equals Power automate if Funtion The Power Automate if Function is a fundamental function, which checks the
expression or value, and returns true or false. 

For example: If (equals(2,3),’yes’, ‘no’), so this expression return no. 

Box 2: User1 

Box 3: User2 

Reference: https://www.enjoysharepoint.com/power-automate-if/ 
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